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CORRIGENDA

Cover and title-page: Read "1632" for "1617".

P. 1, line 1: Read "b. Paris, 1632" for "b. Melun, 1617".

P. 1, footnote: Read
These include the following works: M6thode facile

pour apprendre Si chanter (Paris, 1666, attributed also

to Lemaire); Dissertation sur le chant grggorien (Paris,

1683) ; Methode certaine pour apprendre le_ plain -chant

(Paris, 1699). A didactic work by Nivers, L 'Art d'ac-

compagner sur la basse -continue , appears appended to

his Motets a voix seule accompagnee de la basse -con -

tinue (Paris, 1689).

Recent investigations have made necessary a re-

vision of some previously-accepted material concerning

Nivers. Nevertheless, the authenticity and chronology

of editions of some of his works do not appear to have

been satisfactorily resolved. See further, Madeleine

Garros, in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart , IX

(1961), cols. 1539-1540 (which includes additional bib-

liographical references); Francois Michel (ed.), En -

cyclopedic de la musique, III (1961), p. 295; Pierre

Hardouin, inLarousse de la musique , II (1957), p. 107.

P. 2, line 7: Read "innovative" for "original".

P. 3, line 25: Close quote.

P. 5, footnote **: Precede final line by "it".

P. 6, line 10: Read "compose" for "com-".

P. 11, line 14: Read "of" for "on".

P. 12, line 27: Read "any" for "an".

P, 13, line 1: Read "Structures" for "Structured

P 16, line 4: Read "Augmented third." for "Augmented

thirds."



P. 17, line 6: Read "one of the Modes " for "one Modes ".

P. 18, line 8: Read "(theorists)" for "theorists".

P. 18, footnote *, line 8: Read "espece " for "espece ".

P, 18, footnote **, line 1: Read "les anciens " for "Les
Anciens".

P. 21, Figure 8: The four clefs in each set should be

labelled, respectively "Treble, Counter-Tenor, Tenor,

Bass".

P. 22, footnote: Read "See p„ 12." for "See Figure 2,

p. 10."

P. 27, line 5: Read "ascend" for "descend".

P. 36, line 1: Read "second" for "third".

P. 38, line 27: Add comma after "case".

P. 38, line 32: Add comma after first set of parentheses.

P. 40: Letters "KKK"to appear over second quarter-

note a' in Treble.

P. 40: Third Bass note from end should be a whole-note

instead of two tied half-notes.

P. 44, Figure 19: Add a whole-note rest to the begin-

ning of the Bass line in the third measure.
P. 45, Figure 20: Adda half-note rest to the beginning

of the Bass line in the third measure.
P. 45, Figure 21: Apply an asterisk to the 9th and 10th

notes (fe) of the Bass line.

P. 48: The 6th note in the Treble should be an eighth-

note instead of a quarter-note.

P. 49: The key signature on the uppermost staff should
be b flat instead of a flat .

P. 50: Add a natural sign above the penultimate note

of the seventh staff.

Po 51, footnote: Read "fin source;^in 1712 edition."

Po 51: Add a quarter-note rest to the end of the second
measure of the third staff.





Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers (b. Melun, 1617; d. Paris,

1714) functioned in the capacities of organist, composer, and

theorist in Paris for about three-quarters of a century.

During his long lifetime, he served as organist to the Church
of Saint-Sulpice and to the King's Chapel, as well as Maitre

de Musique to the Queen. His was a period of activity during

which the musical climate of Paris was undergoing important

change. The figured bass was introduced to France during

this time; the older modal systems were undergoing revalu-
ation and were ultimately abandoned to the advantage of the

major and minor systems; there was growing preference,

generally, for the instruments and musical styles currently

in favor at the Royal Court; and there was an increase in

popularity of public concerts.

Much of this change of climate is evident in the works
of Nivers. Botha practical musician and a theorist, his output

reflects the current musical thinking of the time as well as

the musical tradition so important to French writers of this

period.

As a theorist, Nivers published some four works, three

of which are concerned directly with the singing and under-
standing of Plain-chant and the Modes. * The fourth of these

is the T raite* de la composition de musique (Paris, 1667),

which is here presented in an English translation.

The last-mentioned work is noteworthy from several

points of view. Unlike the rather voluminous treatises dealing

with the elements of theory and composition that appeared in

France during this period, Nivers' Traite" is not concerned
with the presentation of the Theory of Music in a complete
and comprehensive manner, but rather with setting forth, in

as concise a manner as possible, the basic materials neces-
sary in practical application to the study of composition.

* These include the following works, the first two of

which appeared in several editions: La Gamme du si; Nouvelle

MSthode pour apprendre a chanter sans muances (Paris, 1646);

M6thode pour apprendre le plain-chant de l'^glise (Paris,

1667); Dissertation sur le chant gr6gorien (Paris, 1683).



Although Nivers carefully lists and illustrates rules

proper to the compositional craft, he nevertheless occasion-
ally suggests that these rules be abandoned in favor of a

beautiful melody or of an inspired passage for several parts.

He states, "After observing the rules exactly, in order to

compose elegantly you may take some liberties and attempt

some original inventions dictated by talent, your ear, and
prudence. " * He further stresses that the best manner in

which to learn composition is to apply oneself to the study

of musical scores of the finest composers of the time.

Throughout the treatise, Nivers assumes a certain

rudimentary knowledge of elements of theory on the part of

the reader, suggesting that the work was designed not for the

musical amateur, but rather for the serious student of com-
position. Many theoretical points are not reviewed, and others

are clarified only through study of his illustrations. Particu-

larly noteworthy is his discussion of the Substitution as a

classification for dissonant notes. This term describes a

concept that receives only limited treatment in earlier French
treatises. **

* Part III, Chapter 3, p. 41.

** The Supposition , or Substitution, does not appear to

have been used as a classification for dissonant notes before

the mid-seventeenth century in France, Even in 1656, La
Voye Mignot, in his Traite de musiq ue (second edition, Paris,

1666), p. 86, describes dissonant notes as being either syn-

copges or non syncop6es . Antoine Du Cousu, in his L^a Musique

universelle (Paris, 1658), p. 158, mentions the Supposition

as one of three classifications of dissonances, the other two

being the Suspension and the Cadence, both of which are dis-

cussed whereas the Substitution is not (perhaps because the

work, which ends with a discussion of the Cadence, was never

finished). The treatment by Nivers appears to be the first

systematic one involving this concept to appear in France

Eighteenth-century descriptions of the Supposition are more
frequent and complete. See, for example, S6bastien de

Brossard, Dictionnaire de musique (Amsterdam, n.d„), pp„



The popularity achieved by Nivers' Traite* seems to

have been widespread. First published in Paris in 1667, it

reappeared there in 1688, 1694, and 1712, in almost identical

format. Indeed, some of the typographical errors found in

the edition published by Robert Ballard in 1667 are still

evident in that published by Christophe Ballard in 1712. In

16 97, Etienne Roger published a Flemish translation of the

treatise in Amsterdam. The work also serves as the basis

for a Nouveau Traite" des regies pour la composition de la

musique by Charles Masson, first published in Paris in 1699,

and similarly re-issued several times.

That Nivers' Trait6 was also known outside of France
is indicated by Johann Gottfried Walther's Musicalisches
Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732), in which the entry discussing Nivers
is almost a full column in length, most of which is dedicated

to a listing of the French chapter headings from the Trait6. *

Perhaps the finest tribute paid to Nivers' treatise is

that by S6bastien de Brossard, the French composer and

lexicographer who was a younger contemporary of Nivers.

He wrote, in 1724, **

"J'appellecelivre mon rudiment pour la compo-
sition, et je conseille a tous ceux qui commengent
de s'en servir, les regies sont seures, claires

et forts intelligibles, meme aux esprits m6di-
ocres.

I call this book my rudiment of composition, and
I advise all those who are beginning to compose
to avail themselves of it. The rules are unfailing,

clear, and very comprehensible, even to medi-
ocre souls.

143ff; Jean le Rond d'Alembert, Elements de musique , nou -

velle edition (Lyons, 1766), pp. 158ff; and Jean-Jacques
Rousseau, Dictionnaire de musique (Paris, 1768), pp. 464f.
* Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon , p. 443.
** sebastien de Brossard, Catalogue des llvres de musique
theorique et pratique (1724), Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale,

Res. Vm~S 21, p. 42.



TREATISE ON THE COMPOSITION OF MUSIC

By Sir NIVERS, Master Composer of Music and Organist
of the Church of Saint-Sulpice in Paris

In Paris

At the Home of the Author near Saint-Sulpice.

And Robert Ballard, Sole Printer of Music for the King,

Rue Saint-Jean de Beauvais, in Mont Parnasse.

1667

With Privilege of the King.

PREFACE

I frankly yield to the eloquence of those who have pre-

ceded me and who have dealt with the composition of music.

But error must yield to truth; the latter in all its simplicity

is worth more than the former adorned. Vestutatem novitas ,

umbram fugat Veritas , noctem lux eliminat ? The true rules

of composition are doubtlessly none others than those which

are generally practiced by all the excellent masters of this

century; and this entire treatise is based solely on the usage

and examples of all the most famous composers of the time.

Of all my rules, it is not possible to cite one of which I am
notable to show the practice in the Motets and popular works
of the most illustrious authors.

To say that our predecessors have erred in several

important points of composition is not so clear or certain.

For example, tell us, oh philosophers of olden times, on what

ground have you absolutely prohibited the use of two con-

secutive major or minor thirds in conjunct motion? * All

* See, for example, the qualified prohibitions concerning

suchmotionin Marin Mersenne, Harmonieuniverselle (Paris,

1636), Livre quatriesme de la Composition de musique , p.

258; La Voye Mignot, TraitS , pp. 47ff; and Antoine Parran,

TraitS de la musique (Paris, 1639), p. 52.



our finest composers not only practice them, but also make
habitual use of them thus. I know your answer: in order to

avoid false relations. * To this I reply that you are very
unjust in permitting the use of the tritone and of the dimin-

ished fifth, which are two false relations. Now, if you cannot

tolerate two musical sounds that have a false relation between
them, sounded not at the same time but successively, one

after the other, how shall you be able to tolerate two sounds
that do not only have a false relation between them, but are

also sounded at the same time and strike the ear together?

To this, there is no reply.

In the same manner, I could evidently show many other

abuses and quantites of omission, but then the Preface would
be longer than the entire book. Shall we take leave of this

fruitless inquiry? Shall we also pass by all the useless and
obscure questions of theory? I wish to be as clear as I am
concise; I do not claim to treat theory in any but a simple
way, in ordine ad praxim . Nevertheless, my intention is to

teach thoroughly, to give infallible rules, not to say anything

superfluous, and to omit nothing. Here is the entire economy
of this treatise, which contains all the materials necessary
and useful to the proper practice of composition.

In the first part, I deal with the rudiments, which are

the intervals. But since intervals are composed of whole-
tones, whole-tones of semitones, and semitones of musical
sounds, ** I deal fundamentally with musical sounds, whole-
tones, semitones, and intervals. In the second part, I explain

* Indeed, La Voye Mignot, ibidem , makes this very ob-
servation.

** The term son has been translated as "musical sound"
rather than "tone" in order to avoid the conflict of meanings
that "tone" has acquired, a conflict that was already in evi-

dence in the seventeenth century. See, for example, the dis-

cussion of the term ton by Etienne Louli6, Elements ou

Principes de musique (Paris, 1696), p. 77. In this translation,

"tone" will be reserved for use as the equivalent of ton , as
applies to Church modes.



the materials necessary to the practice of composition. As a

beginning, I discuss the Subject, which is constructed to con-
form to one of the Modes and to any part; * on this occasion,

I deal with the Modes and with parts. But in order to be able

to construct a Subject or a melody correctly, it is necessary
to avoid bad progressions, as well as certain false relations,,

Then, I deal with cadences appropriate to the Subject or to

the melody of part-music. Finally, I discuss the system to

which it is important to hold in order to learn composition

methodically; and in the first place, I require that one com-
in two parts only. In the third part, which concerns the actual

practice of composition, Ideal with counterpoint, both simple

and figurah I give completely the true rules for both, and I

explain the Suspension and the Substitution. Following this,

I discuss the rules for composition in three parts, then in

four, five, and six parts. Finally, I deal with the fundamentals

of Fugue, the perfection and crowning glory of composition.

EXTRACT FROM THE PRIVILEGE OF THE KING

By grace and privilege of the King, it is permitted to

G.-G. Nivers Maitre fes Arts of the Faculty of Paris, com-
poser and organist of the Church of Saint-Sulpice, to print

engrave, sell, and distribute all his works, as much music as

Plain-chant arranged on behalf of the religious orders for

Graduals and Antiphonaries, ** of whatever order it be, by

* The term partie, which has several meanings, according

to the manner in which it is used (such as "voice part," or

"line of music, " or "section of music, " etc.), has been trans-

lated as "part" throughout the treatise where the meaning is

clear in context. Only where the term is used ambiguously

in the original has a more qualified translation been employed.
** The publications in question are Nivers' Graduate ro-

manum juxta mlssale (Paris, 16 58), and the Antiphonarium

romanum juxta breviarium (Paris, 1658).



whatever printer that he will wish to choose, as many times,

in whatever type, and in as many volumes as will seem ap-

propriate to him. And very express prohibitions are made
to all persons, of whatever rank or circumstances they be,

to print, sell, or distribute the said works, or any part of them,

and especially to counterfeit or to adulterate the said Plain-

chant under pretext of addition, reduction, correction, or

alteration; and likewise to extract anything from it, of what-

ever type or manner it be, without the express consent of the

said author, under penalty of a fine of three-thousand pounds,
* confiscation of the copies, or counterfeits and of all ex-

penditures, notwithstanding damages and interests or any

objections or appeals whatsoever; his Majesty wishing that,

in placing at the opening or at the end of each book the pres-

ents or extract, they would.be understood to be duly served,

and that testimony be added there as in the original, notwith-

standing the clamor of hue and cry under the Norman Charter,
** legal suit, and letters to the contrary. Ascribed in Paris

the first day of May 1665. Confirmed by the great Seal of

yellow wax, and signed by the King and his counsel, Olier.

Examples based on the original have been furnished.

Registered in the book of the Community the 13th of

May 1665, following the judgment of the Court of Parliament
of the 8th of April 1653.

Signed, E. Martin, Syndic

* • The Uvre or "pound" was the French money of account,

replaced in later times by the franc.
** Clameur de haro , or the "clamor of hue and cry, n was
a term used to signify the legal procedure employed in Nor-
mandy of obtaining someone's arrest and his immediate trial.



TREATISE ON THE COMPOSITION OF MUSIC

PART I — PRINCIPLES

Chapter I — On Music

Music is a science which concerns, together with sense
and reason, the diversity of sounds which make a pleasant

effect upon the ear.

It is divided into Melody and Harmony.
Melody is a tuneful song of a single part.

Harmony is a confluence of different sounds from dif-

ferent parts. Now, from this confluence of sounds are derived

well-proportioned intervals.

Intervals are composed either of whole-tones, or of

semitones, or partly of both whole-tones and semitones.

Whole-tones are composed of semitones, and semitones
of musical sounds. *

Let us then see what is meant by a musical sound, a

whole-tone, a semitone, and an interval, and how many of

each there are.

Chapter II — On Musical Sound

Sound is the object of music, the basis for composition,

and the source for intervals.

There are twelve different sounds in music, each ex-

pressed by a different note in the example which follows below.

Among these are the seven principal ones, which are situated

on seven different degrees of the scale, and five subordinate

ones, which are the flats and sharps, situated on the same
degrees as those sounds on which they are dependent.

All the other possible musical sounds are but repetitions

of these. For example, the thirteenth is only the repetition

of the first, the fourteenth the repetition of the second, and

thus it is with the others.

* That is, the semitone is the smallest interval found

between any two musical sounds.



Example of Musical Sounds *

Figure 1

*J» | ,„ | I.^T7, - |. " I" ° ^
Chapter III — On the Whole-tone and Semitone

A semitone measures the distance between two adjacent

musical sounds, in such a manner that two musical sounds are

necessary to form a semitone.

The semitone may be divided into major and minor.

The major semitone contains two different notes or

degrees of the scale, as from mi to fa. But the minor is found

on the same degree of the scale, as from fa to its sharp, in

a manner that you will understand hereafter.

When one speaks simply of a semitone, one always

assumes that it is major.

There are twelve different semitones, seven major and

five minor, as you will see below. All the other possible ones

are only repetitions of these.

* Nivers does not discuss different spellings for these

sons from those that he cites . Indeed, the examples that form
his table of "all possible manners of forming intervals w

Figure 5, are limited to intervals formed by notes using

only these spellings. Of course, these are the spellings that

are most commonly found in music from this period, which
contemporary theorists generally acknowledge. For example,

La Voye Mignot, Trait6, p. 42, in speaking of accidentals,

indicates that "selon la plus commune pratique,
n the ac-

cidentals used are limited to Bj^, Ejp, FjK CjJ, and G
ft
(which

are exactly those specified by Nivers), adding that A|; is also

found, but rarely.
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A whole-tone measures the distance between two ad-
jacent semitones, in such a manner that two semitones are
necessary to form a whole-tone.

The whole-tone is divided into the true whole-tone and
the false whole-tone.

The true whole-tone consists of a major semitone and
a minor semitone; the false whole-tone contains two major
semitones.

When one speaks simply of a whole-tone, one always
assumes that it is true.

There are twelve different whole-tones; ten true and
two false, as you will be able to note in the example which
follows. All the other possible ones are only repetitions of

these.

Example of Whole-tones and Semitones

Figure 2

y ft)tit o l>»I^EEfE£ uju o b»
\° ^^i

!

Semi-
tone

mi ma ma mi ma mi ma mi ma ma mi ma mi

Whole-
tone

true true true true false true

(

i

Whole-tone false true true true true true
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Chapter IV — On Intervals

An interval, in general, is the distance between a low

note and a high one, which when sounded together produce
either accord or discord.

There are seven principal intervals, namely, the second,

third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and octave. All the others

possible, namely, the ninth, tenth, etc., are only repetitions

of these, which are called simple. For example, the ninth is

only a repetition of the second, the tenth a repetition of the

third, and so the others, as you will be able to see in the

following figure, where the repetitions are situated beneath

their simple forms. This is why, in dealing with them, all

that we say will be understood to apply to the simple forms
as well as to their repetitions. Even when speaking on com-
position, the simple forms and their repetitions will be treated

alike, and we shall call the repetitions by the names of their

simple forms in order to avoid the confusion of names.

Example of Intervals, Simple and Repetition

Figure 3

Simple 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Repetition 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Repetition 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Repetition 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

Intervals may be either true or false.

True intervals consist of consonances, dissonances,
or a mixture of the two.

Consonances are either perfect or imperfect.

The perfect consonances are the fifth and the octave.
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The imperfect consonances are the third and the sixth,

which are either major or minor.

The mixed interval is the fourth, because in practice

it is sometimes consonant and sometimes dissonant.

One can therefore say that there are eleven true in-

tervals, namely, the major second, minor second, major
third, minor third, fourth, fifth, major sixth, minor sixth,

major seventh, minor seventh, and octave.

There are thirteen false intervals, namely, the di-

minished second, augmented second, diminished third, aug-
mented third, diminished fourth, augmented fourth, dimin-

ished fifth, augmented fifth, [diminished sixth, augmented
sixth), * diminished seventh, diminished octave, and aug-

mented octave.

When one speaks simply of intervals, one always as-

sumes that they are true.

Among the consonances, some include the unison, which
is formed by two like notes. But they do so in error, because

every consonance is an interval, and every interval is formed
by musical sounds which are different not only in number but

also in type. From this, it follows that the unison cannot be

an interval. ** Nevertheless, practice permits one occasional

license, and therefore the unison is taken, treated, and

named in composition like the octave. However, it must be

used in moderation and not without necessity, for there is

need for it when the parts are so close to one another that

they are crowded and one cannot lead them in an other way.

Intervals are easily recognizable by the scale degrees

on which they are situated,, For example, the second is found

on the second degree, as in ut re, the third on the third, as

from ut to mi, the fourth on the fourth, as from ut to fa, and

the others in the same manner. But, in order to have a better

knowledge of intervals, see the chapter which follows.

* The source omits mention of the diminished sixth and

the augmented sixth, obviously a typographical omission.
** This reasoning follows closely that of Parran, Trait6 ,

p. 20.
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Chapter V — On the Different Structure of Intervals

The major second is composed of a whole-tone, and

the minor of a semitone. See the example below.

The major third is composed of two whole-tones, and

the minor of a whole-tone and a semitone.

The fourth is composed of two whole-tones and a semi-
tone.

The fifth is composed of three whole-tones and a semi-
tone.

The major sixth contains four whole-tones and a semi-
tone, and the minor three whole-tones and two semitones.

The major seventh is composed of five whole-tones and
a semitone, and the minor of four whole-tones and two semi-
tones.

The octave contains five whole-tones and two semitones

.

The diminished second is composed of a minor semi-
tone, and the augmented of a whole-tone and a minor semitone.

The diminished third is composed of two major semi-
tones, and the augmented of two whole-tones and a minor
semitone.

The diminished fourth is composed of a whole-tone and

two semitones, and the augmented of three whole-tones.

The diminished fifth contains two whole-tones and two

semitones, and the augmented four whole-tones.

The diminished sixth is composed of two whole-tones
and three semitones, and the augmented of five whole-tones.

The diminished seventh contains three whole-tones and

three semitones.

The diminished octave is composed of four whole-tones

and three semitones, and the augmented octave of six whole-
tones and a semitone.

Example of Specific Intervals

Figure 4

Major 2nd Minor 2nd Major 3rd Minor 3rd 4th 5th

tfV 4> ^^ O
/• o o ** €\ ^ o *?

—

J « w A ^ €\ rw
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Major 6th Minor 6th Major 7th Minor 7th 8ve Diminished 2nd

i xr mm 5E %3CE

Aug. 2nd Dim. 3rd Aug. 3rd Dim. 4th Aug. 4th Dim. 5th

ko
. .

u__ a__ -e- o
*):o B °| % tt

°
I

tt
° XE&XH XE

Aug. 5th Dim. 6th Aug. 6th Dim. 7th Dim. 8ve Aug. 8ve

feg: #—, Iw*-, ^_ |bt

IL̂ V"^oi go
J3Bl #=3X XT

From the preceding chapters, you can gather that there

are twelve musical sounds, twelve whole-tones, twelve semi-

tones, and twenty-four intervals. But in order to have a per-

fect knowledge of intervals, consider from the example which

follows how many different ways each interval may be formed.

You will see there ten different forms of the major second,

seven of the minor second, eight of the major third, nine of

the minor third, eleven of the fourth, eleven of the fifth, nine

of the major sixth, eight of the minor sixth, seven of the major

seventh, ten of the minor seventh, twelve of the octave, five

of the diminished second, three of the augmented second, two

of the diminished third, only one of the augmented third, four

of the diminished fourth, six of the augmented fourth, six of

the diminished fifth, four of the augmented fifth, only one of

the diminished sixth, two of the augmented sixth, three of the

diminished seventh, five of the diminished octave, and five

of the augmented octave. In this way, these twenty-four in-

tervals may be formed in one-hundred-and-forty-nine differ-

ent ways.
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Example of Intervals, Generally,

and of All Possible Manners of Forming Them *

Major seconds. Figure 5

W 1 ZXEppiIX
^3X31

* O 1 oOIO°^n^>
Minor seconds Major thirds.

i ixtaxx

fc
J^bo '

t|<>o
l flo»lft"

o--o^ iraH<^»

Minor thirds

I *
XT

12^ a*q
^fro"'

3Z
SX ^o '^^o l ^gtfo

Fourths.

R ircrB^ XX 3T
'

. t_ji
'^" ' o ' °

' 1° '

* t

Fifths

%# p*>xx XX £XX XT IXOl go
*

Major sixths

Hi"$ XX E XXo taxXX
<5 TR5—^>

Minor sixths

t~*=±0i o
&c XX

S5E 3Z
»« '" 1

Major sevenths.

XX

Minor

XX
jNg #'

**

*
«r—o-

b« :=zji»—

l

u
I I "I fl

v
L I - En lo
*o=

* That is, assuming that only the twelve musical sounds
as spelled in Chapter II are available.
** A g' in the source.
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PART II

ON THE METHODS NECESSARY TO THE
PRACTICE OF COMPOSITION

Chapter I — On the Subject

A Subject is a tune, created by the force of the imagi-
nation, which conforms to one Modes and is for one part,

from which afterwards all the other parts are composed.
There are two types of Subjects, one is imitative, which is

Fugue, and the other pure and simple, and it is the latter

type that should be understood when we speak simply of a

Subject in the Chapters which follow. As to the former,

which is difficult to create, and to the accomplishment that is

composition, we reserve these for the final chapter of this

treatise.

There are distinguishable in composition three types

of melodies, of which one is called Diatonic, another Chro-
matic, and the third Enharmonic. The Diatonic is a melody
which is quite simple and is composed only of the principal

musical sounds or notes« The Chromatic is a melody which

is more delicate, progresses by major and minor semitones,

and avails itself of many borrowed notes. The Enharmonic
is a melody which progresses only by false intervals; from
this type originate the forbidden false relations which are

discussed hereafter.

But in order to have a Subject conform to one of the

Modes, it is necessary to know what a Mode is.

Chapter II — On Modes or Tones *

* French theorists of this period were particularly fond

of partaking in controversies concerning the Modes, and a di-
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Mode or Tone (there being no distinction made between
the two terms) indicates the manner, the form, and the order
to which we hold when creating melodies, which order con-
sists of beginning, proceeding, passing, concluding, and ending

on certain concords or notes determined by each Mode or

Tone. These concords are called essential notes of the

Tone.

The elder theorists have prescribed twelve Modes to

us. * But the most common division is that of eight Modes
or Church Tones.

Each Tone has three essential notes, by which the es-

sential differences among the Tones are distinguished. These
three notes are called in each Tone the final, mediant, and
dominant.

The eight Tones may be understood easily by the fol-

lowing example, in which the first note of each Tone de-

signates the final, the second the mediant, the third the

dominant, and the other notes show the usual range of each

Tone.

stinctand rather extensive literature related specifically to

this subject appeared at this time. Nivers' ordering of the

Modes does not seem to have been widely used, at least not

before the end of the seventeenth century. See, for example,

Jean Rousseau, MSthode claire , certaine et facile pour ap-

prendre & chanter la musique (Amsterdam, n.d.), pp. 84f.

Brossard, Dictionnaire , pp. 239f, who also subscribes to

Nivers' ordering, states "c'est malntenant une espece de

crime de noter les 8. Tons de l'Eglise autrement^
* By Les Anciens , Nivers is alluding to generations of

theorists immediately preceding him. This is made clear by

his reference below to the ordering of these twelve Modes,

which corresponds to that describedby Zarlino and Mersenne,

inter alia.
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First Tone
Figure 6 Second Tone
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To these eight Tones correspond the twelve Modes of

former times, both natural and transposed. For example,
the first and second Modes in C_ sol ut fa correspond to the

fifth Tone, the third and fourth Modes in D la re sol to the

first Tone, the fifth and sixth Modes in E mi la to the fourth

Tone, the seventh and eighth Modes in F ut fa to the sixth

Tone, the ninth and tenth Modes in G re sol ut to the eighth
Tone, and the eleventh and twelfth Modes in A mi la re to the

third Tone.

Note that in Plain-chant the tones have each only two
essential notes, namely, the final and the dominant. The finals

are like those above, but the dominants are different in some,
as you will see below.

Figure 7

First Tone Second Tone Third Tone Fourth Tone
O —^*L

9 H 5 O* o

Fifth Tone Sixth Tone Seventh Tone Eighth Tone
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Chapter III — On Parts

It is possible to compose in two, three, four, five, and
six totally different parts, but the most agreeable and usual

composition is in four parts, * which are commonly called

Treble, Counter-Tenor, Tenor, and Bass. It is not that one
could not very well dispense with this usual practice and use
two Trebles, or two Counter-Tenors, or two Tenors in place

of some other parts, in order to suit the quality and range of

voices available, for which one could and indeed one should

compose expressly.

The Subject may be placed in the Treble, in which case
one must always begin to compose the other parts with the

Bass, and then either the Counter-Tenor or the Tenor (it does

not matter which one of the two is first). One could even com-
pose all the parts together, creating them at the same time

by the force of imagination; but this method should be reserved
for the most able.

The Subject may also be placed in one of the other parts,

butifitisnot in the Bass one must begin to compose the re-

maining parts always with the Bass, which is the foundation

and the basis for all composition.

In the part having the subject, one should begin most
often with the final, or with the dominant, rarely with the

mediant; and one should always end with the final. But the

Bass, when it does not have the Subject itself, should most
often begin with the final, rarely with the dominant, and never

with the mediant; and it should always end with the final.

There follows the ordinary position of the Clefs for

the four usual parts.

* A view taken by most theorists of the period. For ex-

ample, Mersenne, Harmonie universelle , p. 321, states,

"II semble que la perfection de l'Harmonie consiste dans le

nombre de 4. parties . " Parran, Traits , p. 82, in subscribing

to this very principle, notes that in works "h cinq, k six , k

huict, & a plusieurs Choeurs , il v_ ait plus de travail , & moins

d'industrie" than those written in less number of parts.
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Figure 8

Having understood the Tones and their essential notes,

by which and on which are constructed all the good progres-
sions of melodies, transitions, cadences, or endings, we must
learn what the bad progressions and the false relations are
in order to avoid them, and to review cadences, which are to

melody what commas and periods are to speech.

Chapter IV — On Bad Progressions and False Relations

A melody should be formed by reasonable intervals,

ones easy to sing that use the notes essential to the Modes,
and not by immediate intervals of great range, from which
are derived the bad progressions and the false relations.

Bad progressions are formed when one proceeds by
intervals of a major sixth, a minor or major seventh, and by
all the intervals which extend beyond the range of an octave.

And because of the difficulty that there is to sing them, they

are absolutely forbidden.

Examples of Bad Progressions

Figure 9
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Major 6th Minor 7th Major 7th Ninth Tenth Eleventh
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False relation is the relationship that exists between
two notes of a false interval. Now, as there are thirteen false

intervals, * so are there thirteen false relations. All of

these can be encountered in the course of one part, as can
be seen in the example devoted to false relations, or even in

in the course of different parts, and in this case the false re-
lation occurs because of the relationship that exists between
one note of one part and another note of another part. These
two notes, although they are not sounded together and one
follows immediately after the other, are nevertheless com-
pared one to another and form a false interval, as may be

seen in the following example.

Example of False Relations Arising During the Course of

Two Different Parts

Figure 10

Diminished AugmentedDiminished Augmented Diminished
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Augmented Diminished Diminished Augmented
6th 7th 8ve 8ve

xr
jGl XT ^e XT

+pet pa XT
xz

See Figure 2, p. 10
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In order to have a perfect knowledge of false relations,

consider that they can be formed in as many manners as

there are false intervals. Now, since there are forty-seven

forms of false intervals, one can therefore say that these

thirteen false relations comprise forty-seven possible forms,
as one can see above in the general example of false intervals.

During the course of one part, the false relations of

the diminished second and the diminished fourth (rarely that

of the diminished fifth) are permitted; all the others are

offensive.

During the course of two different parts, the false

relations of the augmented second, diminished fourth, aug-

mented fifth, and diminished seventh are useful; all the others

are prohibited. Nevertheless, on certain extraordinary oc-

casions, the ear tolerates them agreeably, and in this manner
all the most excellent masters practice all the false relations,

of which the use or the avoidance on such occasions depends
purely and simply on the ear and on the good taste of the

composer.

Chapter V — On Cadences

A cadence is a certain melodic conclusion which occurs

when the parts have come to rest and end on a chord which
the ear appears to expect in a natural way. There are three

types of them, namely, Perfect Cadence, Imperfect Cadence,

and Deceptive Cadence. *

The Perfect Cadence consists of two notes sounded one

after the other, approached either by conjunct motion in each
of two parts, in which case the ear naturally expects the octave

after the minor third or after the major sixth, or by conjunct

motion only in the upper part, the Bass descending by the in-

terval of a fifth or rising by the interval of a fourth. In the

latter case, the ear demands the octave after the major third

or after the fifth.

* A fourth type, la cadence attendente , or the half-cadence,

is also discussed by other theorists. See, for example, La
Voye Mignot, Traits, p. 76.
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Note that one calls it conjunct motion when one proceeds
only by the interval of a second, and disjunct motion when one

proceeds by some other interval.

The Imperfect Cadence occurs when the Bass descends
by the interval of a fourth or rises by the interval of a fifth,

and in this case it is the fifth that the ear expects after the

major or minor third.

The Deceptive Cadence occurs when one of the parts

or both of them together avoid their natural conclusion.

Figure 11 — Examples of

Perfect Cadences Imperfect Cadences Deceptive Cadences

J A
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All these cadences may be regularly formed on each

of the essential notes of the Tone with which one is concerned.

But it is necessary to intermix them in such a way that there

would never be two of them built successively on the same
note, and always to end with a Perfect Cadence. After having

constructed several cadences essential to the Tone, one can

build others and endeavor to obtain a beautiful melody on

borrowed notes and notes foreign to the Tone (for example,

if one passes from a flat to a natural, and vice versa), which

is called "Leaving the Mode. ,, But it is necessary to take

heed to leave at an opportune moment and to return in good

time. This is practiced only among the learned.

Now it is not easy to know all the things necessary to

construct a good Subject; art serves only to perfect nature.

Ifyouarenot provided with a very special talent to this end,

perhaps you will sooner learn composition in parts, which

will give you much insight into the composition of a Subject.

This is why you may borrow Subjects already composed in

some book of music or Plain -chant. As to part writing, avoid

the bad progressions and the false relations forbidden in the

preceding chapter, and observe the method which follows.
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Chapter VI — On the Method of Composition

In order to proceed systematically, it is necessary to

establish seven different steps by which to learn composition,

and first of all that in two parts. This is why the rules set

down below are to be understood only for two parts; after-

wards, we shall review composition in several parts.

At the first step, you will learn simple counterpoint,

and construct a Treble to a Subject in the Bass.

At the second step, you will again construct simple

counterpoint, but the Subject will be in the Treble.

At the third step, you will compose a Treble in figural

counterpoint to a Subject in simple counterpoint in the Bass„

At the fourth step, you will construct a Bass in fi-

gural counterpoint to a Subject in simple counterpoint in the

Treble.

At the fifth step, both parts will be figural, the Subject

being in the Bass.

At the sixth step, both parts will be figural, the Subject

being in the Treble.

At the seventh step, which is the step of perfection,

you will handle Fugue, which will be dealt with in the last

chapter c

Afterwards, you will recommence all these steps in

order to compose in three parts, and do the same for four,

five, and six parts, in accordance with the rules which will

be set forth in the penultimate chapter.

However, observe that in simple counterpoint ordina-

rily the Bass contains the Subject, which is Plain-chanto All

the other parts are in figural counterpoint, the ones being con-

structed more or less like the others at the fancy of the com-
poser.

Observe also in the following rules that when speaking

of Treble one implies every upper part; thus, the Counter-
Tenor and the Tenor, compared with the Bass, are upper
parts. In like manner, when speaking of the Bass one im-
plies every lower part; thus, the Counter-Tenor and the

Tenor, compared with the Treble, are lower parts. Let us

now proceed to the practice of composition.
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PART III

ON THE PRACTICE OF COMPOSITION

Chapter I — On Simple Counterpoint

Counterpoint is nothing else but composition itself, thus

called because in earlier times use was made of points against

points instead of our present symbols or notes. It is divided

into simple and figural.

Simple counterpoint is that in which there is used only

notes of equal value without the variety of figures; this is

commonly called note against note.

Rules of Simple Counterpoint

1. Simple counterpoint is composed of all the conso-
nances, perfect and imperfect (without permitting the dis-

sonances, among which is included the fourth in this case),

the order and succession of which depends purely and simply

upon the choice of the composer. Nevertheless,

2. One should not begin or end with a sixth t

3. Each upper part should proceed most often by con-

junct motion or by small intervals, rather than by large ones.

But the Bass may as often, or even more often, proceed by

large intervals, rather than by small ones or by conjunct

motion. And both of them should rarely proceed by large

intervals,

4„ Each upper part should proceed more often by con-

trary motion to the Bass than by similar. Nevertheless, when
the Bass proceeds by the interval of a fourth, similar motion

should be used more often than contrary. One calls contrary

motion when one part ascends and the other descends, and

similar motion when both parts ascend or descend together.

5. Two consecutive octaves or fifths are prohibited.

6. A third preceding an octave, approached by conjunct

motion in the Treble and by disjunct motion in the Bass, should

be major (see ex. A). *

* To avoid confusion, the musical examples are lettered

A — ZZZ, at variance with Nivers' designations.
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7. An octave following a third, with disjunct motion in

the Treble and similar motion in both parts, is forbidden

(ex. B)

8. The Treble should not descend from a fifth to an

octave, or descend from an octave to a fifth, by disjunct

motion (ex. CJ

9. One must never construct a fifth or an octave on a

note altered by a sharp or by a natural (that is, if it is not

in a piece transposed for instruments, in which case the

sharps pass for mi's and not for sharps), nor also on a fa

(the Bass forming and ending in a cadence on fa mi ).

10. Against an ordinary mi, the sixth serves better

than the fifth, provided that the Bass rises by the interval

of a second or a third (ex. D)„

11. After a sixth, avoid a fifth (ex. E)

12 After a fifth, avoid a sixth (the Bass proceeding by

the interval of a fourth or a fifth (ex„ F_).

13„ Two consecutive sixths should proceed in conjunct

motion (ex. G).

14. A sixth before an octave should be major and pro-

ceed in conjunct motion in both parts (ex„ H).

15. An octave before a sixth should proceed by conjunct

motion, at least in one of the two parts (ex. J).

(The three rules which precede can sometimes be

abandoned in favor of a beautiful melody.)

16 . If one ends with a third, it should be major

.

Examples of the Rules Mentioned Above

Figure 12
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Observe that in all these rules it is supposed that there

is motion in the two parts, for if one part repeats one or more
notes, it is then permissible for the other to choose in the

course of its melody whatever harmony it might wish against

these repeated notes.

Chapter II — On Figural Counterpoint

Figural counterpoint is that which makes use of all

types of figures, longae, breves , and varying time values c

It is done in two manners: firstly, when on a Plain-chant

(or on a Subject in simple counterpoint) one composes one

or more figural parts, which one usually calls Florid; sec-
ondly, when all the parts are figural, one being more or less

or as much so as the others, at the fancy of the composer.
All the rules of simple counterpoint should be retained

in figural counterpoint, except those which follow.

* The four Bass notes which follow are given as f c cjf

in the source.
** The final Bass note is d in the source c
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Rules of Figural Counterpoint

Figural counterpoint is composed of all the consonances
and dissonances by means of the Suspension and the Substitu-

tion. ~ ^On the Suspension

1. The Suspension is an activity that occurs in, and

consists of, the second part of a half-note or of a whole-note,

of which the second part (coming on or off the beat in the

half-note, and only on the beat in the whole-note) makes a

dissonance against one or more other parts. Now, in order

to soften this dissonance, it is necessary that a consonance
follow and resolve it. And it is in this manner that the fourth

is used as a dissonance.

2. Observe that the Suspension is formed also by means
of the slur or held-note, since two quarter-notes on the same
scale degree that are tied are equivalent to a half-note. It

is also formed by means of a dotted note, since a dotted

half-note is quite the same as a quarter-note tied to a half-

note on the same scale degree. One can even sometimes
emphasize the Suspension by un-tying the dissonant note

from the consonant one that precedes it. But occasionally it

is also possible for the second part of the suspended figure to

be consonant, in which case it is not to be considered as a sus-

pension in composition but only as a Suspension of the beat.

3. The first part of this note or suspended figure should

be a consonance.

4. The part that is suspended should proceed by con-

junct motion to the note that resolves it, and always in de-

scending motion.

5. The interval of a second resolves to a third or a

sixth, or to an octave, if the suspension is in the Treble (ex.

A), and to a third or a sixth, if it is in the Bass (ex. B).

6. But after a sixth or an octave, the Treble should

never suspend a second (ex. C).

7. The fourth resolves to a third, if the Suspension is

in the Treble (ex. D), and to a fifth or a sixth, if it is in the

Bass (ex. E), also to a third in ascending motion (ex. F).

8. The seventh resolves to a third, or to a fifth or a

sixth, if the Suspension is in the Treble (ex. G); but the Bass
should never suspend the seventh.
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Examples of the Suspension

Figure 13
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On the Substitution *

lo The Substitution is an activity that occurs in, and

consists of, two notes of equal value sounded one after the

other in conjunct motion, of which a dissonant one substitutes

for its neighbour which is consonant. And in this manner,
dissonances are acceptable on the second, third, or fourth

parts of the measure, and even on the first. But one of the

parts must hold firm against the dissonance, which should

always be preceded and followed by a consonance. The entire

passage should be in conjunct motion, at least in the part

which has the Substitution or which moves (the fourth should

be included among the dissonances here), as you may see in

the examples (ex. K).

See p 2
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2. The two parts should not therefore strike the dis-

sonance together by Substitution. Nevertheless, they can both

strike a fourth and a seventh, provided that the fourth is fol-

lowed by a third (ex. L) and the seventh by an octave (ex. M),

always observing, as above, the conjunct motion before and
after the dissonance in the part that has the Substitution.

3 Two fourths, one after the other, are also permis-
sible by Substitution, provided that the two parts strike the

second fourth at the same time, are followed by a third, and
descend together in conjunct motion (ex. N).

4„ No dissonance by Substitution should ever precede
the octave when two parts move in similar motion (ex. O).

Examples of the Substitution

Figure 14
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The consecutive fifths appear in the source.
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Use of the Consonant Fourth *

The fourth is used as a consonance in four cases
Firstly, when the Treble proceeds in conjunct motion

before or after the fourth against the same note in the Bass
(ex. P). But this should rarely be done, and is most useful
in many parts.

Secondly, when after the fourth the Treble proceeds
by disjunct motion to a third, in which case the Bass de-
scends in conjunct motion (ex. Q); or if the Bass descends
by the interval of a fourth, or ascends by the interval of

a fifth, the Treble descends from the fourth to a fifth (ex. R).

Thirdly, when it is encountered in the first part of the

Suspension figure in the Treble (note that it appears only very
rarely in the Bass), since this first part of the Suspension
figure should be a consonance. And in this case, the Bass
should observe one of the rules given above; namely, either

remainatthe same place, or descend in conjunct motion, or
descend by the interval of a fourth, or ascend by the interval

of a fifth (ex. S).

Fourthly, the fourth can be used to resolve a second
suspended in the Bass, and in this case it is a consonance.
But it should be followed by a third, a fifth, or a sixth, ap-
proached by conjunct motion (ex. T).

Note that the two parts never strike the consonant
fourth together, unless it is for the purpose of resolving the

interval of a second, as noted above.

Examples of the Consonant Fourth

Figure 15
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Use of the False Fifth and the Tritone

The false fifth and the tritone are used in three ways.

(It is necessary to understand by these terms the diminished

fifth and the augmented fourth, respectively, because the

augmented fifth and the diminished fourth are never used at

all, no more than are all the other false intervals .)

Firstly, by Suspension, as you can see in examples
U and V.

Secondly, the false fifth can be used to resolve the

fourth (ex. W), and the tritone can follow the suspended fifth

(ex. X, but this is very rare, and should pass quickly).

Thirdly, the false fifth and the tritone are permissible

by Substitution, as are the other dissonances (ex. Y). This

is even true of the false fifth which is followed by a fourth,

and of the fourth which is followed by the false fifth by Sub-

stitution, as you can see in examples Z, AA , and BB .

By the first and second means, the false fifth should

resolve to a third (ex. U), and the tritone to a sixth (ex. V).

But by the third means, both are resolved either to a third

or to a sixth, the entire passage being in conjunct motion
(exx. U, V, W, X, Y, Z, AA, and BB).

concerned with the use of the fourth in composition. Indeed,

Jean Titelouze, in the Preface to his Hymnes de l'ggllse

(Paris, 1623), writes that the manner in which French musi-
cians employed "ce Diatesseron nous donne un grand avantage

sur les autres nations. n
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Examples of the False Fifth and the Tritone

Figure 16W
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Chapter III — On Composition in 3, 4, 5, and 6 Parts

All the rules of simple and of figural counterpoint

should be observed among all the upper parts, and between
each of them and the Bass (with the exception of the following

rules of simple counterpoint, which do not apply among the

upper parts: 2, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16). Also, in the

specific rules which follow, you will observe that in speaking

of intervals one should always understand an upper part

against the Bass and not against another upper part; this you

will easily comprehend in the explanation of the following rule,,

Three Parts

1. The third should appear on every beat of the measure
(that is to say, some upper part should form a third against

the Bass on each beat of the measure).

2. Nevertheless, three parts can sometimes end on

the same note in a cadence; and, in three-part writing, the

sixth can often take the place of the third,

3. Together with the third, a fifth or a sixth, or some-
times an octave, may be used; rarely, the third may be

doubled.

4. Against dissonances which move by Substitution,

another part has the choice of either likewise moving by

Substitution, or of holding its note.

5. The suspended second should be accompanied by a

third (ex. CC ), if one of the upper parts has the Suspension,

and a fourth (ex. DP) , a fifth (ex. FF ), or a sixth (ex. EE ),

if it is in the Bass.

6. The fourth is always consonant among the upper
parts, but two or more in succession should occur rarely.

7. The consonant fourth should be supported by a sixth

(ex. GG).
8. The dissonant fourth should be accompanied by a

fifth (ex. HH) or a sixth (ex. JJ), if one of the upper parts has

the Suspension; a second (ex. KK) or a sixth (ex. LL ), if the

Suspension is in the Bass and resolves downwards; and a sixth

(ex. MM ), if the Suspension is in the Bass and resolves
upwards.
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9„ The tritone should be accompanied by a third or by
a sixth (exx. NN, OO, PP, QQ, and RR ),

10. The false fifth should be accompanied by a third or
by a sixth (exx. SS, TT, UU, and VV).

11. Among the upper parts, and between each and the

Bass, one can dispense with the fifth rule of simple counter-
point by permitting two consecutive fifths, provided that the

first is true and the second false, and that the false fifth

moves quickly in quarter- or eighth-notes and resolves to a

third, the entire passage being in conjunct motion (ex. VV).
However, it should be employed moderately. * One may
also dispense with the eleventh rule by permitting a fifth

occasionally to follow a sixth, provided that the upper part

which forms the sixth descends in disjunct motion and the

Bass in conjunct motion (ex. WW). However, this should oc-
cur rarely, even in four parts, and is usually found only in

five or six parts.

12. The suspended seventh should be accompanied by a

third (ex. ZZ ), or by a fifth (ex. YY), or an octave (ex. XX ).

Examples in Three Parts

Figure 17

m CC DDm i

EE FF
P^

GG
~7?~

TT

mff^=m ± i JTJ j
2^©:

m& m m i-©-

f
31

St©:
T

* Concerning a difference of opinion among theorists on

what constitutes consecutive fifths and octaves, see the

discussion by Parran, Trait6, p 87„
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KK LL MM

NN OO PP QQ RRm ss

^e- *o,„opl

mG& PoPp P *•

o d
fmm m2 22

S P^-^ 30l Se o * ^H P * &

m
TT UU VV WW XX YY ZZ

£P^ i <^rxy
/^

P ax
p p

XE

/^m 3LE

ft piW P
XL

£^g iff^g XT m ^N

T

The time signature for the entire piece is in the
source.
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Four Parts

Rules 1, 6, 7, and 11 of the preceding section dealing

with three parts should likewise be observed in four parts.

l c Against the third, a fifth and octave should be placed»

Occasionally, the fifth may be doubled, rarely the third or

octave. One may also place a sixth and octave against the

third, the third or sixth being doubled.

2. Against dissonances which move by Substitution, the

other parts may either also move by Substitution or hold their

notes.

3. Against the suspended second in an upper part, a

third and fifth are used (ex. AAA ). However, against the sus-

pended second in the Bass, a fourth and sixth are used (ex.

BBB ), or a fourth with the second doubled (ex. CCC ), or a

fifth with the second doubled (ex. FFF ), or a doubled fourth

(ex. DDD) , fifth (ex. GGG), or sixth (ex. EEE ).

4. Against the consonant fourth, a sixth and octave

are used (ex. HHH ).

5. Against the dissonant fourth, a fifth and octave are

used (ex. JJJ), or a sixth and octave (ex. SSS ), if one of the

upper parts is suspended. But if the Bass has a Suspension

in descending motion, the fourth being suspended, a second

and sixth are placed against it (ex. BBB) , or a second and

fourth (ex. DDD ), or a doubled second (ex. CCC) . If the Bass

has an ascending Suspension, and the fourth is suspended, a

sixth and a doubled fourth are used against it (ex. LLL ), or

a sixth and an octave (ex. MMM ). In the last-mentioned case

the part which forms the octave should hold firm against the

note of resolution in the Bass, and the seventh may proceed

to resolve to a fifth in conjunct motion (ex. MMM) .

6. Against the tritone, a second and sixth are used

(exx. KKK , and NNN) or a doubled second (ex. OOP ), or a

doubled sixth (ex. VVV) .

7. Against the false fifth, a third and sixth are used

(exx. PPP , RRR , and UUU) , or a doubled third (exx. QQQ ,

and TTT) .

8. Against the suspended seventh, a third and fifth are

used (ex. WWW), or a third and octave (ex. XXX) .
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9. Among the upper parts, and between each and the

Bass, one can dispense with the fifth rule of simple counter-

point by occasionally permitting two consecutive fifths or

octaves, provided that they are inverted, that is to say, that

they are in contrary motion to one another. Also, the eighth

rule may be nullified, as much among the upper parts as

between each of them and the Bass.

Examples in Four Parts

Figure 18

AAA BBB CCC DDD

i i 1 &XE PQ %r

m mm XT XE
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EEE FFF GGG
3T XE

HHH JJJ
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f P
* d P

a
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^
1

£

XE

XE i
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XE
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I i
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* The time signature for the entire piece is in the

source.
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Five and Six Parts

All the preceding rules that apply to four parts should

likewise be observed in five and in six parts, by doubling one

of the parts with discretion.

1. In five parts, the fifth is doubled more often than

the octave, rarely the third.

2. In six parts, the fifth and octave are doubled, rarely

the third.

3. The consonances to which the suspended dissonance

resolves is very rarely doubled.

4. The suspended second should never be doubled, nor

the fourth suspended in an upper part, nor the false fifth, nor

the tritone, nor the suspended seventh.

Examples in five and six parts will be found in the

Fugues.

After observing the rules exactly, in order to compose
elegantly, you may take some liberties and attempt some
innovative inventions dictated by talent, your ear, and pru-

dence. You may compose Recitatives, Dialogues, melodies,

and counter-melodies, for several voices or for several

choruses, and quantities of beautiful things taught by pratice,

which you can appreciate in the works of good composers;
and it is thus that you learn from their scores. This is the

most assured means of grasping the spirit and nature of

composition. However, in order to rise to the supreme level

in this art, it is necessary to practice melodic imitation,

which is the basis of Fugue.

Final Chapter — On Fugue

Fugue is a melodic imitation which occurs when the

parts follow each other and enter, one after another, as a

result of some rests.

There are three types, namely, Simple Fugue, Counter-
Fugue, and Double Fugue. *

* Other types of Fugues are also discussed by theorists

See, for example, Brossard, Dictionnaire, pp. 39f.
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Simple Fugue is a pure and simple melodic imitation,

which occurs when the parts follow each other in similar

motion.

Counter-Fugue (or Inverted Fugue) is a counter-imita-
tion of the melody, which is formed when the parts follow

each other in contrary motion.

Double Fugue is a double imitation of a double melody.
It is formed when two parts begin two different Subjects at

the same time, or almost at the same time, to which after-

wards the other parts answer.
These three types of Fugues will be understood better

by examples than by words. Nevertheless, let us treat the

Simple Fugue thoroughly, and the other two types will become
sufficiently clear.

In order to construct a Fugue, three things should be

considered: its beginning, its development, and its continua-

tion.

1. It should begin on the final, or on the dominant, or

rarely on the mediant of the Tone with which one is working.

2. It should proceed by notes directly or indirectly

essential to the Tone. Directly, for example, if it begins on

the final, it should proceed by ascending a third or a fifth,

or by descending a fourth. If it begins on the dominant, it

should proceed, if ascending, by a fourth and, if descending,

by a third or fifth. Indirectly, for example, when it proceeds

in conjunct motion, nevertheless, with the intention of pro-

gressing directly by notes essential to the Tone.

3. It is necessary that the Subject of a Fugue be con-

structed in the same manner as a beautiful melody, worthy

of being imitated and repeated several times.

As regards the second part which follows the first and

enters for the purpose of developing and continuing the Fugue
(these are the terms used to describe its function), three

things should also be considered: its beginning, its develop-

ment, and its continuation.

1. If the Subject (that is to say, the first part which

begins the Fugue) opens with the final, the second part should

open with the dominant, and on the other hand, if the one be-

gins with the dominant, the other should begin with the final.

However, rarely one opens with the mediant, and in this case
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the other begins the same way, or with the lower auxiliary

to the final.

2. If the Subject progresses by a fifth, the second part

should proceed by a fourth; on the other hand, if the Subject

progresses by a fourth, the second part should proceed by a

fifth. If the one progresses by a third, the other should also

progress by a third or in conjunct motion. If the one proceeds
in conjunct motion, the other may either do likewise, or re-

peat a note on the same scale degree, or sharpen the second
of two notes on the same scale degree.

3. The second part which continues the Fugue should

have as a sequel (which consists of three or four, or of five

or six opening notes, more or less) the same or almost the

same number and quality of notes or figures as the first part.

All of this will be understood more easily from the examples.

The third part which enters to continue the Fugue has

the very same material as the first part, and the fourth has

the very same material as the second, and thus alternatively

the ones after the others. Nevertheless, this order is not

always kept, because two parts which follow one another can

well continue the Fugue in much the same manner. Also, it

does not matter to which part one assigns the Subject; that

is to say, that one can begin with the Treble, or with the

Counter-Tenor, or with the Tenor, or even with the Bass,

and then permit whichever part he wishes to enter next. But

common usage requires that the Treble begin, then the

Counter-Tenor, the Tenor, and the Bass.

Silence is therefore necessary in parts which follow

one another in making a Fugue, * but it is absolutely for-

bidden during the course of the melody, unless it is an eighth-

note or a quarter-note rest, or at most a half-note rest, to

permit one to take a breath. Nevertheless, one or more parts

(and not all together) can well have several rests of silence,

but with the intention of continuing the Fugue, or of beginning

a new one. Even outside of the matter of Fugue, a part does

* Concerning this point, see also La Voye Mignot, Traits,

pp. 113f.
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not have less charm if it rests in order to provide a more
beautiful recitative,, It is an agreeable surprise to render
several persons mute all at the same time and then to return
speech to all of them at the same instant. It is a disorder
well ordered to disperse so many people, to make them run
one after the other, to match them in action two against two,
four against four, ten against twenty, and then to reunite them,
all of them aspiring only for tranquility and concord, which
they express so well by the accord of their voices, all of them
concluding with a common acquiesence, although to different
harmonies.

Examples of the Simple Fugue

Figure 19
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or thus

Ml ,^ffr- -:m ^m
f*?*ws*

m
Examples of the Counter-Fugue

Figure 20

§i£ pe mf

§ i s g#
Examples of the Double Fugue in Four Parts

Figure 21
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* Bass notes g_f in the source, corrected in the edition

of 1712.
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Examples of the Fugue in 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Parts

Figure 22

* Figures are located above the Bass line in the source
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